
With Carlos V's virtual classroom, you can learn Spanish from the distance, without 

leaving your home, under the supervision of a tutor who will guide your learning 

process.

Endorsed by the best and most prestigious content platform of the 

Cervantes Institute, where you will find the exact course for your level, 16 

levels with 48 topics.

With the best native teachers connected online, through one of the safest 

platforms such as Cisco Webex.

A learning process guided by our tutors, who will help the student 

throughout the learning process, establishing objectives.

Certificate of the course as a Cervantes-accredited centre and the 

possibility of preparing and taking the official exams for the different 

levels.

The courses include

access to content 
platform3months of 45 minutes online 

with a native teacher3sessions+
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Carlos V virtual Classroom courses
A1.1 Greeting and saying goodbye; giving and asking for personal and professional information; talking about professions, 

countries and nationalities.

A1.2 Classify objects in space and give directions; describe places such as apartments, neighborhoods and cities; know the city's 
traffic; tell and ask the time.

A2.1 Describe past events, experiences, people and places of the past; tell stories of past times; learn to evaluate in Spanish.

A2.2 Learn to talk about plans and projects; conditions of expression; learn to talk about the weather and the forecast; to express 
obligation, need, prohibition, possibility and purpose; learn to ask for something.

B1.1 Learn to convey what is said by others; to talk about the future and the past, to make hypotheses; to express opinion and to 
express cause and consequence.

B1.2 Learn to interact in public establishments; to participate in administrative and formal conversations; to make and respond 
to telephone calls and to organize letters and emails.

B1.3 Learn to talk about culture, technology, fashion and advertising; to interact in the business world; to make judgments and 
assessments, to express, justify and argue an opinion.

B1.4 Learn to give compliments and to react to receiving them; to express need and convenience; to talk about past, present and 
future actions.

B2.1 Learn to talk about third parties; to talk about the past and contrast it with the present; to talk about the socio-political 
situation of a country; to express conditions for the realization of facts.

B2.2 Learn to talk about travel; to express causes and consequences; to contrast ideas; to reformulate what is said and add 
information; to make formal writing; to formulate hypotheses; and to react.

B2.3 Learn to describe a space; to compliment and react to compliments; to ask for a favor; to request, grant and refuse 
permission; to talk about others in professional terms; to refer to information.

B2.4 Learn to express conditions, obligations and prohibitions; to make hypotheses; to complain about something; to 
communicate formally: request reservations, thank services and say goodbye orally.

C1.1 Learn to value experiences and talk about achievements and failures; to express hypotheses; to convey other people's 
words; to express discomfort; to encourage someone to do; to tell stories and anecdotes.

C1.2 Learn to express nostalgia and regret; to speak in a subtle way; to participate in formal debates; to rely on the speaker's 
words to introduce your own ideas.

C1.3 Learn to write advertisements; to adapt the expression according to the interlocutor; to talk about a story; to use the 
typographic resources.

C1.4 Learn to show rejection; to assume and take responsibility; to describe priorities; to challenge someone to do something; to 
comment on the results of an event; to express illusion, disillusionment.


